
SPIDER LOLLY BAGSPIDER LOLLY BAG

Step By Step Instructions

You Will Need 
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1. Handle – join the two 12mm chenille sticks with a few twists. This is the 
middle of the handle. If the wire is a concern for young hands use a piece 
of felt approx 7cm wide and hot glue it around the join in the middle and 
it becomes a padded handle.
2. Bend your 6mm chenille sticks in half into a wide 'v' shape (will give you 
four sets of legs – four legs on each side.
3. Put your two pieces of felt on top of each other and round off the 
edges to make a rounded lower body.

7. Once this part is done bend the spider legs 
to make knees and feet.
8. Glue on the eyes.
9. Using hot glue create your wiggly smile with 
orange chenille stick it can be a smile or a 
scowl... You create its mood.

· 2 Pieces Of Black Felt Item: 50541
· 4 Black 6mm Chenille Sticks Item: 48967
· 2 Black 12mm Chenille Sticks Item: 48968
· 2 Large 30mm Joggle Eyes Item: 49030
· 1 Orange Chenille Stick Item: 48991
· Pair Of Craft Scissors Item: 15009
· Glue Gun Item: 48484
· Glue Sticks Item: 48394

4. Laying one of your felt pieces flat on the table use your hot glue gun 
and glue your handle piece at either end of the flat top end of your bag 
(glue down about 3cm of the ends of the chenille stick handle to do this).
5. Now evenly space and glue down two pairs bent chenille stick legs 
(bent end) to either side of the piece of felt laying on your table. 
6. Hot glue the other piece of felt over the top, covering the glued parts 
of the legs and handles. Do this in small stages to avoid the glue drying 
too fast on you.


